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Level 3 English, 2016
91473 Respond critically to specified aspect(s) of  

studied visual or oral text(s), supported by evidence

2.00 p.m. Tuesday 22 November 2016 
Credits: Four

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Respond critically to specified aspect(s) 
of studied visual or oral text(s), 
supported by evidence.

Respond critically and convincingly to 
specified aspect(s) of studied visual or 
oral text(s), supported by evidence.

Respond critically and perceptively to 
specified aspect(s) of studied visual or 
oral text(s), supported by evidence.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

Write ONE essay in this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–12 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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TOTAL

Excellence

E7













  

Excellence exemplar 2016 

Subject: English Standard: 91473 Total score: E7 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

8 E7 

Introduction states the argument that will be followed – “…very much 
disproves the idea that a successful text will have a happy ending”. 
Topic sentences clearly state the argument – “sense of predictability”. 
Sophisticated personal response – the candidate shows definite 
engagement with the text in phrases such as “…we can’t help but not 
question Lester’s hatred for his desirable lifestyle”, “Sam Mendes has 
created a masterpiece that questions what true happiness is”. 
Original argument (although a little “plotty” in places). 
Some insight and maturity in the argument – “Lester describes himself 
as a man with nothing to lose, where in reality he has everything to 
lose, and he succeeds in losing it”. 
A range of evidence and critical responses are provided – examples 
and quotes are neatly woven into each paragraph, e.g. “The only colour 
in it are roses, a recurring image in the film … they appear in moments 
of great contemplation…”.  
Academic writing style in a planned response. Some creative phrases in 
paragraphs. The response has a strong sense of the candidate’s 
personal voice. Controlled writing style – succinct essay. 

 




